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**Historical note**

Ben Wolf, a Philadelphia artist, writer, and critic, also wrote for the *Art Digest*. He exhibited frequently in many area exhibitions and taught briefly, at both the Philadelphia College of Art (now the University of the Arts) and the Pennsylvania Academy.

**Scope and Contents note**

This transcription of the two-hour interview conducted in 1992 by Cynthia Veloric, is 40 pages long and partially single-spaced. A separate list of the names mentioned in the interview is available.

**Arrangement note**

**Administrative Information**

**Conditions Governing Access note**

Collection is open for research.

The archives reserves the right to restrict access to materials of sensitive nature. Please contact the department for further information.

**Conditions Governing Use note**

The collection is the physical property of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Archives. The Museum holds literary rights only for material created by Museum personnel or given to the Museum with such rights specifically assigned. For all other material, literary rights, including copyright, belong to the authors or their legal heirs and assigns. Researchers are responsible for obtaining permission from rights holders for publication and for other purposes where stated.
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**Provenance note**

The interview was conducted under the auspices of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
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